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What Does it Do?

get started
1. Launch your platform at your workstation.
 
2. Locate the toolbar, 
(positioned on the left-hand side of the interface) 

4.Click on it and the control panel under appears.  

3.Scan the toolbar options until 
you find the DVO Velvet tool. 

How Do You Use it? 

Used in Film & Digital Video post-production workflows DVO Velvet easily & effectively deals with 
aggressive noise and grain reduction whilst ensuring the resulting video is visually pleasing to watch 
producing stunning results. 

DVO Velvet works on the following platforms: It’s also coming soon to: 

If you’re already a Filmworkz veteran, you can jump right in and use DVO Velvet, however, if you’re a bit lost 
you can check out these Quickstart Guides. 

phoenix quickstart guide nucoda quickstart guide

Velvet’s highly effective at correcting footage with high-levels of grain or noise, particularly dark or low-light 
shots. 

https://forum.filmworkz.com/t/q6hs6fp/phoenix-interface-quickstart-guide
https://forum.filmworkz.com/t/x2hdz5z/nucoda-interface


Control Panel Explained  
Color Mode

data

Default: Linear

You need to set this control according to the material that you are working with. If the footage was shot with 
a video camera, select a linear format. If this control is not set correctly the material may not be processed 
properly.

The drop-down list allows the user to set RGB processing or single channel BW (black and white) 
processing. 

The options available are: 

Default: Auto 

• Auto           Analyze the clip to assign BW or RGB processing 
• RGB             Separate analysis and process of the RGB channels 
• BW             Only the Green channel is analyzed and used for all channels
• RGB->BW  Converts RGB to a single channel, process and output the result as BW 

amount

softness

Range:  -1.00 - 1.00 
Default:   0.00

This softens the image to create a smooth look, with a range going from -1 to +1. The preferred default is 0.

Range:  0.00 -1.00 
Default: 1.00

Sets the processing from no processing to full processing.  



agressiveness

Defines the noise levels handled within the image.

Range:    0.00-1.00 
Default:   0.75

Resolution Index

The Resolution Index is a metric used to describe the true resolution of image content relative to the 
pixel size. It takes into account the details and level of information present in an image beyond just the 
number of pixels. 

While pixel count indicates the total number of individual picture elements in an image, it doesn't provide 
a complete representation of the image's actual detail and sharpness. The Resolution Index attempts to 
quantify the effective resolution by considering factors such as image content, sharpness, and the ability 
to to resolve fine details.  

In some cases, an image may have a high pixel count but lack sufficient detail, resulting in a lower 
Resolution Index. Conversely, an image with a lower pixel count but excellent detail and clarity may have 
a higher Resolution Index. 

The Resolution Index provides a more comprehensive evaluation of image quality, considering both 
pixel count and the inherent level of detail present in the image. It helps to assess the true resolution and 
sharpness of an image by accounting for factors beyond pixel size alone. 

This parameter allows the algorithm to maThis parameter allows the algorithm to make better decisions for specific types of material.

details

Range:    0.00 - 1.00
Default:   0.25

Enhance details to make the image sharper. 

Contrast 

Adjust the local contrast within the image.  

Range:  0.00 - 1.00 
Default: 0.50

Range:  0.5 (Low) - 1.00 (Normal)
Default: 1.00 (Normal)



Atomizer 

safety

The atomizer uses the original noise/grain and divides them into smaller particles, making a smoother 
and  more velvety texture. The Adjust parameter will adjust the amplitude of the new noise/grain.  

Range:  -1.00 - 1.00
Default:   0.00

Range:    0.00 - 1.00
Default:   0.50

Safety can help prevent the loss of important details in a picture, such as low-contrast elements like smoke. 
Scene safety helps to prevent unintended alteration or loss of details at the start and end of the shot; this is 
particularly important in situations where there are no reference frames available for comparison or where 
the content is more vulnerable to degradation due to the absence of adjacent frames. 



wanna know

more?
forum

website

sales

https://forum.filmworkz.com
https://filmworkz.com
mailto:sales@filmworkz.com
https://www.youtube.com/@filmworkz6883
https://twitter.com/wearefilmworkz
https://vimeo.com/filmworkz
https://www.facebook.com/wearefilmworkz
https://www.instagram.com/wearefilmworkz/
https://letterboxd.com/WeAreFilmworkz/



